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Part I: Program Overview 
A. Program Data Overview:
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. Industry Trends/Advisory Committee Recommendations (Required for CTE): 
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What additional data would help with your next program review? 
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Part II: Program Goals and Recommendations 
List any short-term or long-term goals for the program: 
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Recommendation #1: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support
� Curriculum
� Distance Education
� Equipment

� Facilities
� Library Resources
� Professional Dev.
� Safety

� Scheduling
� Staffing
� Technology
� Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

� Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #2: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support
� Curriculum
� Distance Education
� Equipment

� Facilities
� Library Resources
� Professional Dev.
� Safety

� Scheduling
� Staffing
� Technology
� Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

� Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #8: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #9: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #10: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

� Academic Support 
� Curriculum 
� Distance Education 
� Equipment 

� Facilities 
� Library Resources  
� Professional Dev. 
� Safety  

� Scheduling 
� Staffing 
� Technology 
� Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

� Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 


	Untitled

	Prepared and submitted by: Nili Kirschner (FT faculty) with input from PT faculty Yvonne Allen, Michelle Blair-Medeiros, Kevin Easley, and Denise Orpustan-Love
	Program Data Overview: The sociology program serves a consistently higher proportion (relative to the college as a whole) of low income students across all sites and modalities, and a higher proportion of Latino/a students at Woodland and Colusa, in all modalities. Age and gender patterns differ by modality: For face-to-face courses, our students are mostly in the traditional college age range (18-24) with a slight overrepresentation of younger students (17 and under) and underrepresentation of older students (50 and older). Males are underrepresented in the program at a comparable rate to the college as a whole.Our online students are more likely than our face-to-face students to be in the 25-49 age group, and White or Asian. This difference correlates with anecdotal evidence from instructors that many online students are in nursing programs, and may also explain the higher success rates and lower proportion of men in the online courses.Overall, retention rates are good: consistently 75-85% for face-to-face and over 90% for online classes. Success rates for Woodland are slightly below the average for the college, but improving: from 60% in 2012-13 to 79% in 2016-17. The lower-than-average rates make sense given that these are transfer-level courses without college-level prerequisites. The upward trend is most likely due to a combination of increased academic support geared towards social sciences, expansion of OER texts in sociology courses making textbooks more accessible, and conscious attempts by faculty to incorporate different teaching styles. The even higher success rates in online classes are most likely a combination of the self-selected student population of nursing students and the district-wide addition of a requirement for professional development for online instructors. Success rates at Lake are lower (often below 60%), but may improve now that Lake will have more oversight from FT faculty.The 5-year average productivity (WSCH/FTEF) for the Woodland site, including DE, is 518 -- close to the target of 525. Fill rates are higher for online classes, over 100% even with the higher online cap of 45 (similar to our face-to-face cap of 42). Productivity at the Lake campus is significantly lower. This may be partly due to the devastating wildfires in the community several years ago, but data from prior years when Lake was part of Yuba College also show low fill rates, likely due to the lack of scheduling input from a FT faculty member. Productivity for the program overall is increasing with the expansion of online sections of SOCIL 1, and is expected to continue as we branch out into broadcast education options to maximize efficiency for lower-enrolled classes at Lake and Colusa.The program has awarded 28 transfer degrees since the Sociology AA-T was approved in 2012, and 22 AA degrees. Due to greater interest in the AA-T as a transfer pathway, and the fact that many of the AA awards were duplicated students, we have inactivated the AA for 2017. The number of AA-Ts awarded per year dropped from a high of 12 in 2014-15 to only 4 last year. While this is troubling, is it mirrored in the 60% decline in degrees awarded by the college overall for that year.
	Review Type: Annual Update
	Program: Sociology
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: Each of the six sociology courses has three SLOs. All three SLOs are assessed every time the course is offered (although we have only received SLO data from Lake for Spring 2017 - in prior years these were reported separately for Lake). For all classes, most of the SLOs are successfully met (more than 70% of students scoring adequate or better). Each fall during the week of convocation, sociology faculty meet to discuss the appropriateness of the SLOs, assessment methods, and ideas for improvement. This fall the focus was on using multiple measures to assess learning outcomes, rather than relying on a single exam question for example.The biggest challenge for the program is finding a way to measure the program-level outcomes (pSLOS) associated with the transfer degree. Currently, since students do not have a way to identify a major formally, we can only approximate the pSLOs by mapping course-level SLO outcomes. With the move towards a culture of Canvas, degree audit, and guided pathways, we hope to leverage Canvas to create a shell for sociology majors that would include resources, discussions, and pSLO assessments. I have created a pilot shell in Canvas for the sociology program, which I am in the process of populating with content. In spring, I will ask my research methods students to self-enroll in the Soc Program shell and pilot the pSLO assessment, but my hope would be that in the future we have a way to identify majors and potential majors early and auto-enroll them in the program shell.
	Curriculum Overview: Sociology offers six courses that are part of the Sociology AA-T as well as many other degrees, including the Social Justice Studies AA-T, Social and Behavioral Sciences AA, Chicano Studies AA, Human Services AS and Certificate, and will be part of the forthcoming pre-nursing pathway and transfer degrees in Political Science; Child and Adolescent Development; Social Work; and Law, Public Policy, and Society.All six courses are current with effective terms of Fall 2017, C-ID approval, and GE, transfer, and articulation agreements in place. The Sociology AA-T was recently revised (effective Fall 2017) to clarify in the catalog description the overlap between the AA-T and the UC major transfer pathway for sociology. It is fortunate that there is enough overlap that the existing AA-T can serve students transferring to UC as well as CSU.Although SOCIL 1 is the only course approved for online, all 6 courses are approved for broadcast ed in the hopes of improving productivity and expanding options for Lake and Colusa students. The program plans to add hybrid options to some classes as well to maximize scheduling flexibility.
	Scheduling Overview: The course with the best fill rates at all sites is SOCIL 1 (Intro to Sociology), particularly the online sections. Expanding the number of sections (f2f and online) has not noticeably decreased fill rates, so we will continue to schedule more sections of SOCIL 1 than any other class, expanding online options. For Colusa and Lake, the fill rates remain highest if SOCIL 1 is scheduled once every other year.SOCIL 2 (Social Problems) also fills well, although 5-year data shows inconsistency due to the number of sections we offered at non-standard times. Weekend and evening sections remain challenging to fill. My recommendation is to include only SOCIL 1 on weekends or evenings, and rotate them with other popular social science GE classes (like Psych 1A, Anthro 2, Polsc 1, Econ 1A) to maximize enrollments. SOCIL 10 (Marriage and Family) fills well at Woodland with two sections each fall. The fill rate at Lake is low. My recommendation is to offer these as broadcast ed from Woodland to serve Lake and Colusa, rather than offering a f2f section at Lake.SOCIL 5 (Race), 6 (Sex and Gender), and 8 (Research Methods) are more challenging to fill. Currently we offer one section of each per year at Woodland, and occasional sections of 5 and 6 at Lake. Since 5 and 6 are part of the sociology major, and now part of the new Social Justice Studies AA-T, my recommendation is to continue offering one section per year, but consider broadcast ed and/or hybrid to boost enrollment. These courses, in my opinion, are not appropriate for fully online because of the sensitive nature of the topics and the need for regular face-to-face interaction.Research methods used to fill well (over 100%) when it was cross-listed with Psych methods. The need for C-ID articulation required us to separate the courses, so the fill rates dropped by half. With several new degrees that use SOCIL 8 approved or in progress, I expect the number to slowly rise. This course is essential for majors, so I recommend we continue to schedule one section per year, using broadcast ed for Lake if there is a need, and offset the low enrollment with expanded DE offerings of SOCIL 1.A spreadsheet with a a proposed 2-year schedule for all sites and modalities is uploaded into TracDat: see the schedule worksheet in the aggregated program review data spreadsheet.
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: Instructors in the sociology program make frequent use of Canvas and smart classroom technology including wifi. A typical class will use the projector screen for at least part of every lecture.Current classroom size is adequate at all sites, but classroom setup and technology could use improvement. Room 807 on the Woodland campus hosts most sociology classes. This room does not have consistent wifi access, which is challenging when students are using OER materials instead of traditional texts and need to access readings in class. This room also has too much light leakage through the mini-blinds and shade screens, making it difficult to view the screen. At Lake, the recent fires resulted in loss of internet and other services to the whole campus. The few hotspots provided by the district did not extend to cover classroom technology.The research methods class also needs 2-3 weeks in a computer lab each spring, and last year there was a time conflict resulting in reduced access to computer labs.A final challenge has been ability to close caption materials quickly. We needed to record a lecture to make up for the instructor missing a class, and professional captioning would take 2-3 weeks and be expensive. Uploading to YouTube through the YCCD account only gave access to Spanish language captioning. Since it is legal requirement to have videos captioned, the sociology program needs help exploring faster, cheaper options.
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: There are several academic workshops offered each semester that are geared specifically to social sciences (APA Basics, APA in MS Word, Research Tips for Social Science). These workshops have helped to raise success rates in sociology courses. Based on feedback from students, however, I would request that our academic support faculty and staff work closely to ensure that the content of the workshops aligns better with course expectations in social sciences. Based on attendance at these workshops, I would also recommend that more social science faculty encourage their students to attend.The sociology program makes frequent use ProQuest and JSTOR databases, both for direct student access in research projects needed primary sources, and for instructors to create custom e-readers to keep textbook costs low. We would like to ensure the library maintains the funds necessary to keep these databased subscriptions, and to give the library a dedicated funding source to help cover captioning costs for media purchases.
	Staffing and Professional Development: Current staffing levels (1 FT, 3 PT at Woodland, 2 PT at Lake) are adequate except for the challenge of finding faculty to teach in Colusa. Getting courses approved for hybrid and using block scheduling could make it easier to staff Colusa courses (although broadcast ed can be an alternative as well). The other challenge is keeping our Lake faculty in the loop in terms of department meetings and particularly discussions around OER, DE, and SLO assessment. My recommendation is for the FT faculty to be more involved in hiring, orienting, and evaluating sociology faculty at Lake and Colusa.This year, Woodland sociology faculty met to discuss multiple measures for SLOs and the incorporation of OER into all soc classes. The FT faculty member is the college curriculum co-chair and a member of the state curriculum committee, presenting at the Curriculum Institute. This experience with curriculum directly benefits the sociology program, as evidenced by the current CORs and AA-T, articulations and transfer agreements, and the number of new area of emphasis pathways that incorporate sociology classes.Given that the sociology program serves a high proportion of low income students (including CalWORKS, EOPS, and BOGFW recipients), I will encourage PT sociology faculty to attend professional development during flex week about these programs, and about effective practices and resources for our students. 
	Industry Trends (CTE): 
	additional data requests: Transfer data!!!How many students with Sociology AA-T transferred? To where? What major? How many students who have taken 3 or more sociology classes transfer? To where? What major?Would like to compare success rates for programs to success rates for transfer-level courses. Currently can only compare to college as a whole.What happened to rich text formatting? In drafts of this form, I could paste rich text. I know we won't use fillable forms, but ability to include charts and rtf is essential in whatever we end up going with.
	Goals: The major goals of the Sociology Program for Woodland, Lake, and Colusa campuses are to:   1)  increase student success and retention rates in sociology classes   2)  increase numbers of sociology degrees conferred and transfers to 4-year institutions   3)  increase awareness of the sociology program and related career optionsThese long-term goals are supported by specific short-term goals:    a) clarify advisories for students in catalog and schedule   b) create a ZTC-Degree in sociology by expanding OER usage in the classroom   c) expand DE offerings to increase access for Colusa and Lake students and overall productivity   d) increase cohesiveness of sociology program between sites through coordinated planning   e) advocate for necessary support and services for sociology and social science students, including:       - appropriate classroom facilities and technology       - academic support services and library resources       - current and accurate information for counseling and outreach       - institutionalized funding/support for Student Research Symposium
	Recommendation01: Ensure adequate access to computer labs for the Social Science Research Methods course.
	Rationale01: SOCIL 8, Social Science Research Methods, is a requirement for multiple degrees (including Sociology AA-T, Social Justice Studies AA-T, Anthropology AA-T, Chicano Studies AA). The C-ID descriptor for this course (SOCI 110) says students must "Demonstrate familiarity with a social science statistical software for conducting research." In order to meet this, students must have access to a computer lab for several weeks near the end of the semester. 
	Academic Support01: 
	Curriculum01: Off
	DE01: 
	Equipment01: 
	Facilities01: 
	Library01: 
	Professional Dev01: 
	Safety01: 
	Scheduling01: On
	Staffing01: 
	Technology01: On
	Other01: Off
	other01: 
	Action01: Work with scheduling dean and IT to ensure access to computers for 2 weeks near the end of spring semester for SOCIL 8.
	Responsible01: IT, Joan, with support from CC co-chairs
	Timeline01: Fall 2018?
	HasCost01: 
	Cost01: 
	Priority01: [High]
	Recommendation02: Complete proposed implementations of technology to facilitate ed plans, schedules and catalog:1) Degree Audit: Will allow us to identify student majors2) Culture of Canvas: Will allow us to create shells for majors and assess pSLOs directly, as well as disaggregating SLOs by student demographics3) Leep Frog - improves scheduling and catalog develop process so that we can include     a. ZTC icon to encourage use of OER     b. expanded language to clarify skill advisories
	Rationale02: #1-2: Identifying majors in Degree Audit and using Canvas to create program shells allows us to directly measure pSLOs rather than relying on mapping course SLOs. If we track SLOs in Canvas, we can reduce the steps by directly exporting student-level outcomes, enabling us to disaggregate SLOs by student demographics.3#: Sociology would like to offer a ZTC-degree, be we can't until we can guarantee that courses in the major use OER, and that there is a ZTC pathway through the GE pattern. Once such courses are clearly marked for students, the number of faculty interested in OER should increase.Skill advisories are clearly described in the front end of the catalog but are indicated in course descriptions by an abbreviation that is unclear to students (and faculty). New software would allow us to put the full advisory language that we capture in Curricunet into the course descriptions.
	Academic Support02: 
	Curriculum02: 
	DE02: 
	Equipment02: 
	Facilities02: 
	Library02: 
	Professional Dev02: 
	Safety02: 
	Scheduling02: Off
	Staffing02: 
	Technology02: On
	Other02: On
	other02: OER, catalog development
	Action02: Expedite the implementation of these software programs that are in progress, and provide training for system users.
	Responsible02: Dean of Instruction, IT
	Timeline02: Spring 2018
	HasCost02: 
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [High]
	Recommendation03: Expand DE offerings in sociology to include hybrid option for low-enrolled topical courses, and to use broadcast ed for Lake and Colusa.In order to expand, we need to: 1) revise the CORs2) expand the number of classrooms for broadcast ed at all sites3) enhance assistance for DE courses including:     a.  captioning services for course materials     b.  online tutoring     c.  online counseling
	Rationale03: Soc 1 is the only class that should be offered face-to-face at Lake and Colusa, based on historical fill, retention, and success rates. The topical classes have lower fill rates and don't attract as many students, even at the Woodland campus. Using broadcast ed to occasionally supplement the f2f sections of Soc 1 with other courses can maximize productivity by taking advantage of the full course rotation already offered at Woodland. All courses are already approved for broadcast ed.Race and Gender are classes with lower fill rates that could easily be offered as hybrid courses. Offering them in this format might be more appealing to students because it gives us more flexibility in scheduling. These courses are not yet approved for hybrid, so the FT faculty will need to revise the CORs. However, multiple faculty in the program are trained for online, so once the courses are approved it would be easy to start scheduling these as hybrid.
	Academic Support03: 
	Curriculum03: 
	DE03: On
	Equipment03: 
	Facilities03: On
	Library03: 
	Professional Dev03: 
	Safety03: 
	Scheduling03: On
	Staffing03: 
	Technology03: On
	Other03: 
	other03: 
	Action03: FT faculty will revise CORs and work with scheduling deans to implement integrated 2-year schedule across all three sites that rotates soc classes through broadcast ed. DE Committee will work with deans of student services and student success to expand online services and with IT to explore captioning options.
	Responsible03: FT faculty, deans, DE Committee
	Timeline03: Fall 2018
	HasCost03: 
	Cost03: 
	Priority03: [High]
	Recommendation04: Increase cohesiveness of sociology program between sites through coordinated planning. This would include involving FT faculty in interviewing and evaluating PT faculty in the discipline, working with all PT faculty to increase use of OER and to maintain consistent SLO assessment, implementing a 2-year schedule across all sites, and ensuring that academic support services appropriate for social science are available consistently at all sites.
	Rationale04: Data trends show inconsistency between Lake, Colusa, and Woodland for scheduling, fill rates, student success and retention, and degree completion. The smaller sites could benefit from more oversight by FT faculty, and by using broadcast ed.
	Academic Support04: 
	Curriculum04: 
	DE04: 
	Equipment04: 
	Facilities04: 
	Library04: 
	Professional Dev04: 
	Safety04: 
	Scheduling04: 
	Staffing04: 
	Technology04: 
	Other04: On
	other04: Colusa/Lake
	Action04: Work with Executive Dean Lee and PT faculty to implement 2-year schedule and assess the needs of sociology students at Lake and Colusa. 
	Responsible04: Exec Dean of LCC/CCC, FT faculty
	Timeline04: ongoing
	HasCost04: 
	Cost04: 
	Priority04: [High]
	Recommendation05: Ensure adequate access to wifi for sociology classes:1) Strengthen wifi signal in Bldg 800 (especially classrooms). 2) Provide additional wifi hotspots to Lake campus in emergencies to ensure that classes that rely on technology have access to the internet.
	Rationale05: Sociology courses rely on technology in the classroom. They are web-enhanced courses and use OER materials, so strong wifi connectivity in the classroom is essential to student participation and learning. Currently it can take several minutes to successfully log in to wifi. Not all students can get logged in - maybe limited bandwidth? Also poor phone reception.This is also a safety issue if we can't get online, make calls, or receive texts in an emergency. Access is sporadic and limited.
	Academic Support05: 
	Curriculum05: 
	DE05: 
	Equipment05: 
	Facilities05: On
	Library05: 
	Professional Dev05: 
	Safety05: On
	Scheduling05: 
	Staffing05: 
	Technology05: On
	Other05: 
	other05: 
	Action05: IT should explore options for further strengthening wifi signals in the 800 classrooms and providing additional hotspots  for Lake when needed.
	Responsible05: IT
	Timeline05: ASAP
	HasCost05: On
	Cost05: 
	Priority05: [High]
	Recommendation06: Provide blackout screens for classrooms in 800 (both for windows with mini blinds, and for doors). Or, reposition screens to minimize light leakage.
	Rationale06: Visibility of the projector screen, which most sociology classes use every day, is poor because of light leakage through cheap miniblinds and shade screens with large gaps on the side, letting in too much light from outdoors.One solution is move the screens and re-orient the classrooms, but due to the in-floor wiring this may not be feasible. Blackout shades might be easier if not more cost effective.
	Academic Support06: 
	Curriculum06: 
	DE06: 
	Equipment06: 
	Facilities6: On
	Library06: 
	Professional Dev06: 
	Safety06: 
	Scheduling06: 
	Staffing06: 
	Technology06: On
	Other06: 
	other06: 
	Action06: I'm not sure what the process is once I have submitted this request.
	Responsible06: 
	Timeline06: ASAP
	HasCost06: On
	Cost06: 
	Priority06: [Medium]
	Recommendation07: Continue to work with the Student Success Center and library to increase resources for sociology and social science students, including workshops, tutoring, and library resources.Currently, library resources are adequate; fund the library to maintain the current level of access.Academic success workshops are very helpful, and it would be great for the workshop organizers to meet with discipline faculty occasionally to ensure that course and workshop content is aligned.Access to tutors in sociology is inconsistent because most courses are not offered every semester, so we would appreciate working with Deanna to strategize about increasing soc tutors if possible.
	Rationale07: Several years ago, the former ARC and WAM, along with the library, started offering workshops targeted to social science. Sociology faculty give extra credit for these workshops, and in the following years, success rates increased, as detailed in my prior program reviews. These resources directly affect student success, and with guided pathways on the horizon we will be needed to have more discipline/area-focused academic support.Access to library databases allows faculty to create OER readers for 4 sociology courses that currently do not have any OER textbooks available (Social Problems, Marriage and Family, Race, Gender).
	Academic Support07: On
	Curriculum07: 
	DE07: 
	Equipment07: 
	Facilities07: 
	Library07: On
	Professional Dev07: 
	Safety07: 
	Scheduling07: 
	Staffing07: 
	Technology07: 
	Other07: 
	other07: 
	Action07: Request that Dean of Student Success organizes division/department meetings on a regular basis (once per semester or at start of school year?) to discuss discipline/area needs. Meetings should include discipline/division faculty (FT and PT), as well as Student Success Center faculty/staff as appropriate.
	Responsible07: Siria, Deanna
	Timeline07: Spring 2018, ongoing
	HasCost07: 
	Cost07: 
	Priority07: [High]
	Recommendation08: To improve accuracy and currency of information about the sociology major and career pathways, and increase outreach to high schools and within college, develop trifold brochures for the sociology program.Cost estimate below is based on ordering 250 glossy, color, tri-fold brochures through the YCCD Print Shop.
	Rationale08: Anecdotal evidence from current and past sociology students suggest that not many people are aware of the potential career pathways for sociology majors. There has also been changes to the program, inactivating the AA and revising the AA-T, and there are similar degrees available now such as the Social Justice Studies AA-T and the Social and Behavioral Science AA. The sociology program website is up-to-date but does not get much traffic. We need counselors' help to disseminate more accurate information about the program. This will be supplemented by the Sociology Major Canvas shell I am piloting in spring.I would also suggest that all ADTs have similar brochures to highlight our transfer pathways.
	Academic Support08: 
	Curriculum08: 
	DE08: 
	Equipment08: 
	Facilities08: 
	Library08: 
	Professional Dev08: 
	Safety08: 
	Scheduling08: 
	Staffing08: 
	Technology08: 
	Other08: On
	other08: Outreach, counseling
	Action08: FT faculty will develop a tri-fold brochure, with input from PT faculty and counseling, to disseminate through counselors, faculty office hours, open house events, and potentially to high school counselors.Once brochures are ready, FT faculty will attend a counseling meeting to present information. If the college wants to develop brochures for all ADTs, we would wait for some sort of basic template or guidelines to ensure some consistency.
	Responsible08: FT faculty
	Timeline08: Spring 2018
	HasCost08: On
	Cost08: 150
	Priority08: [Medium]
	Recommendation09: Institutionalize funding and support for the annual Student Research Symposium, in the form of a work study student in spring semester to work with the FT faculty organizer, and a line item in the budget of $600 dollars. The money is for poster supplies for about 75 students, food for 200 guests, and print costs for 100 programs.For several years I have organized the symposium with a budget of $500 for poster supplies, programs, and food. This does not include the hours of time organizing registration, promoting the event, designing the program, coordinating the event, shopping for and prepping refreshments, and providing workshops for the students. Last year, with our record attendance, we ran out of poster supplies and food.
	Rationale09: The symposium has tripled the number of students who present research, and quadrupled the number of attendees since it began in 2010. Last year, we had almost 100 students presenting 75 research posters, with about 200 guests in the one-hour event. We are outgrowing the space in Room 800 and may need to make the event longer and/or more selective. Students who participated in last year's event overwhelmingly reported that it was a positive experience. The only negative feedback was the crowding. To make the event smoother, I need help planning it and more funding, without having to beg the foundation every year. 
	Academic Support09: 
	Curriculum09: 
	DE09: 
	Equipment09: 
	Facilities09: 
	Library09: 
	Professional Dev09: 
	Safety09: 
	Scheduling09: 
	Staffing09: 
	Technology09: 
	Other09: On
	other09: campus event
	Action09: Add budget line item to secure institutionalized funding for symposium, and assign work study student to assist during spring semester (or at least for part of the semester, after spring break).
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: Spring 2018
	HasCost09: On
	Cost09: 600 plus workstudy
	Priority09: [High]
	Recommendation10: Ensure adequate services for Saturday and evening classes, including access to the bookstore, library, student success center/tutoring, counseling, vending machines, mailroom (for faculty), gender neutral restrooms, and student lounge.
	Rationale10: The college needs to support our diverse community by offering classes in evenings and on weekends, but just offering the courses is not enough. After visiting a Saturday class, I was struck by how few services and amenities were available to students. PT faculty in the program have indicated that it is challenging both to them and to students to teach without these services. 
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